To the Milwaukee Group of the Assembly of Man

Greeting:

Though yours is a group small in numbers, yet is large in faithfulness and generosity. These are values far more important than mere numbers in sustaining the one worthwhile work within this world. Accept from us our very real appreciation. In particular we feel deeply your recent very generous offering upon the occasion of my birthday. Through what you have offered you help on with that which we are building, both seen and unseen, even though you cannot be present with us in person.

Ever remember in this day when stupendous historic forces are operating so widely in the world and naked force seems to dominate the scene, then it is most important that there should be those among men who devote themselves to forming a lamp within which the Light of Compassion may shine for the blessing of men. Behind the commanding power of brutal forces in the objective world, there lies hidden Compassion's gentle force. Those who serve the latter play greater the better part for they help to sustain that which still will live when the brutal powers have become only an historic memory.

We send you our blessing from the land of the Gods.

Yog